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Button rocker KNX, 1f, stainless steel - KNX Bus coupler
for bus system 5172600

Gira
5172600
4010337090670 EAN/GTIN

61,02 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Rocker button KNX, 1f, stainless steel 5172600 KNX bus system, other bus systems without, flush-mounted mounting type, claw/screw mounting type, KNX button, rocker 1-
gang with arrow symbols stainless steel Features: KNX button with integrated bus coupler. Integrated temperature sensor. Rocker or button function adjustable for each control
surface. Control of up to four functions possible via the button function of the KNX button. Functions: switching, dimming, blinds, value transmitter, scene extension, 2-channel
operation and controller extension. Switching: The command when pressing and/or releasing is adjustable (no reaction, switching on, switching off, switching). Dimming: The
command when pressed, the time between switching and dimming, dimming in different stages, the telegram repetition after a long press and the sending of a stop telegram at
the end of the press can be adjusted. Blind: The command when pressed and the operating concept can be adjusted. The operating concept can be adjusted for short and long
actuation and slat adjustment times. Temperature measurement: Room temperature measurements by internal sensor, internal and wired remote sensor or internal and
external sensor. Value transmitter: The functionality (1 byte and 2 byte value transmitter) and the value can be set. Scene extension: The functionality (without or with memory
function) and the scene number can be set. 2-channel operation: By pressing a button, up to two telegrams can be sent to the KNX. The operating concept can be adjusted and
the time for short and long operation can be adjusted. The functionality of the channels can be set separately from each other. Locking function for locking individual buttons or
rockers. Functions of the status LED: Each status LED can be parameterized independently of the control surface. LED orientation lighting: For orientation, all LEDs can be
permanently switched off or on, display the status of a separate communication object (ON, OFF, flashing) or switched on when any button is pressed and automatically
switched off again after a delay time has elapsed. Status LED functions: always OFF, always ON, actuation display, telegram acknowledgment, status display, control via
separate LED object, operating mode display, controller status display, presence status display and setpoint shift display. Color can be parameterized. The color selection is
done either together for all status LEDs or separately for each status LED of the device. The status LEDs can either light up red, green or blue. The brightness of the status
LED can be adjusted in five levels. With night reduction, the brightness of the...
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